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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

2000 No. 3186

FAMILY LAW
CHILD SUPPORT

The Child Support (Transitional Provisions) Regulations 2000

Made       -      -      -      - 4th December 2000

Laid before Parliament 6th December 2000

Coming into force in accordance with regulation 1

The Secretary of State for Social Security, in exercise of the powers conferred upon him by sections
16, 17, 51(1), 52 and 54 of the Child Support Act 1991M1 and section 29 of the Child Support,
Pensions and Social Security Act 2000 and all other powers enabling him in that behalf, hereby
makes the following Regulations:

Commencement Information
I1 S. I. in force for certain purposes at (10.11.2000) by S.I. 2000/2994, otherwise (3.3.2003) by S.I.

2003/192

Marginal Citations
M1 1991 c. 48. Sections 16 and 17 were substituted by sections 40 and 41 respectively of the Social

Security Act 1998 c. 14 and sections 16, 17 and 52 are amended by sections 8, 9 and 25 respectively
of the Child Support, Pensions and Social Security Act 2000 c.19. Sections 51 and 54 are amended by
paragraphs 11(19) and (20) of Schedule 3 to the Child Support, Pensions and Social Security Act 2000.
Section 54 is cited because of the meaning ascribed to the word “prescribed".

PART I
GENERAL

Citation and commencement

1. These Regulations may be cited as the Child Support (Transitional Provisions) Regulations
2000 and shall come into force on the day on which section 29 of the 2000 Act comes fully into force.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2000/2994
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2003/192
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2003/192
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/ukpga/1991/48
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/ukpga/1998/14
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/ukpga/2000/19
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Interpretation

2.—(1)  In Parts I to III and V except where otherwise stated—
“the Act" means the Child Support Act 1991;

[F1“the Arrears, Interest and Adjustment Regulations” means the Child Support (Arrears,
Interest and Adjustment of Maintenance Assessments) Regulations 1992;]
“the Assessment Calculation Regulations" means the Child Support (Maintenance
Assessments and Special Cases) Regulations 1992 M2;
“the Assessment Procedure Regulations" means the Child Support (Maintenance Assessment
Procedure) Regulations 1992 M3;
“the 2000 Act" means the Child Support, Pensions and Social Security Act 2000;
“calculation date" means the date the Secretary of State makes a conversion decision;
“capped amount" means the amount of income for the purposes of Part I of Schedule 1 to the
Act where that income is limited by the application of paragraph 10(3) of that Schedule;
“case conversion date" means the effective date for the conversion of the non-resident parent’s
liability to pay child support maintenance from the rate as determined under the former Act
and Regulations made under that Act, as provided for in regulation 15;
“commencement date" means the date on which section 1 of the 2000 Act, which amends
section 11 of the Act, comes into force for the purposes of maintenance calculations the
effective date of which, were they maintenance assessments, applying [F2regulation 30 or 33(7)
(but not regulation 8C or 30A) of the Assessment Procedure Regulations or regulation 3(5),
(7) or (8) of the Maintenance Arrangements and Jurisdiction Regulations], and subject to
paragraph (2), would be the same as or later than the date prescribed for the purposes of
section 4(10)(a) of the Act M4;
“conversion calculation" means the calculation made in accordance with regulation 16;
“conversion date" means the date on which section 1 of the 2000 Act, which amends section 11
of the Act, comes into force for all purposes;
“conversion decision" means the decision under regulation 3(1) or (4);
“Decisions and Appeals Regulations" means the Social Security and Child Support (Decisions
and Appeals) Regulations 1999 M5;
“departure direction" has the meaning given in section 54 of the former Act;
“Departure Regulations" means the Child Support Departure Direction and Consequential
Amendments Regulations 1996 M6;
“first prescribed amount" means the amount stated in or prescribed for the purposes of
paragraph 4(1)(b) or (c) of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act (flat rate for non-resident parent in
receipt of benefit, pension or allowance);
“former Act" means the Act prior to its amendment by the 2000 Act;
“former assessment amount" means the amount of child support maintenance payable under
a maintenance assessment on the calculation date excluding amounts payable in respect of
arrears or reductions for overpayments;
“interim maintenance assessment" has the meaning given in section 54 of the former Act;
“Maintenance Arrangements and Jurisdiction Regulations" means the Child Support
(Maintenance Arrangements and Jurisdiction) Regulations 1992 M7F3...;
“maintenance assessment" has the meaning given in section 54 of the former Act other than
an interim maintenance assessment;
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“Maintenance Calculations and Special Cases Regulations" means the Child Support
(Maintenance Calculations and Special Cases) Regulations 2000 M8;
“maintenance period" has the meaning given in regulation 33 of the Assessment Procedure
Regulations M9 and, where in relation to a non-resident parent there is in force on the calculation
date more than one maintenance assessment with more than one maintenance period, the first
maintenance period to begin on or after the conversion date;

“maximum transitional amount" [F4has the meaning given in regulation 25(5), (6) or (7),
whichever is applicable;]

“new amount" means the amount of child support maintenance payable in [F5from the case
conversion date];
“partner" means, where there is a couple, the other member of that couple, and “couple" for
this purpose has the same meaning as in paragraph 10C(5) of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act;
“phasing amount" means the amount determined in accordance with regulation 24;
“relevant departure direction" and “relevant property transfer" have the meanings given in
regulation 17;
“relevant other children" has the meaning given in paragraph 10C(2) of Part I of Schedule 1
to the Act and Regulations made under that paragraph;
“second prescribed amount" means the amount prescribed for the purposes of paragraph 4(2)
of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act (flat rate for non-resident parent who has a partner and who
is in receipt of certain benefits);
“subsequent decision" means—
(a) any decision under section 16 or 17 of the Act to revise or supersede a conversion

decision; or
(b) any such revision or supersession as decided on appeal,
whether as originally made or as revised under section 16 of the Act or decided on appeal;
“subsequent decision amount" means the amount of child support maintenance liability
resulting from a subsequent decision;
“transitional amount" means the amount of child support maintenance payable during the
transitional period;
“transitional period" means—
(a) the period from the case conversion date to the end of the last complete maintenance

period which falls immediately prior to the—
(i) fifth anniversary of the case conversion date; or
(ii) first anniversary of the case conversion date where regulation 12(1), (2), (4) or (5)

or 13 applies; or
(b) if earlier, the period from the case conversion date up to the date when the amount of

child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent is equal to the new amount
or the subsequent decision amount, as the case may be; and

“the Variations Regulations" means the Child Support (Variations) Regulations 2000 M10.
(2)  For the purposes of the definition of “commencement date" in paragraph (1)—

(a) in the application of the Assessment Procedure Regulations, where no maintenance
enquiry form, as defined in those Regulations, is given or sent to the non-resident parent,
the Regulations shall be applied as if references in regulation 30 of those Regulations—
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(i) to the date when the maintenance enquiry form was given or sent to the non-
resident parent were to the date on which the non-resident parent is first notified
by the Secretary of State, orally or in writing, that an application for child support
maintenance has been made in respect of which he is named as the non-resident
parent; and

(ii) to the return by the non-resident parent of the maintenance enquiry form containing
his name, address and written confirmation that he is the parent of the child or
children in respect of whom the application was made, were to the provision of this
information by the non-resident parent; or

(b) in the application of the Maintenance Arrangements and Jurisdiction Regulations, where
no maintenance enquiry form, as defined in the Assessment Procedure Regulations, is
given or sent to the non-resident parent, regulation 3(8) shall apply as if the reference to the
date when the maintenance enquiry form was given or sent were to the date on which the
non-resident parent is first notified by the Secretary of State, orally or in writing, that an
application for child support maintenance has been made in respect of which he is named
as the non-resident parent.

(3)  In these Regulations any reference to a numbered Part is to the Part of these Regulations
bearing that number, any reference to a numbered regulation is to the regulation in these Regulations
bearing that number and any reference in a regulation to a numbered paragraph is to the paragraph
in that regulation bearing that number.

F1 Words in reg. 2(1) inserted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2004 (S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(2)(a)

F2 Words in reg. 2(1) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(2)(a)

F3 Words in reg. 2(1) omitted (21.2.2003) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(2)(b)

F4 Words in reg. 2(1) substituted (5.11.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No. 2)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779), regs. 1, 7(2)

F5 Words in reg. 2(1) substituted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2004 (S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(2)(b)

Marginal Citations
M2 S.I. 1992/1815. The Regulations are revoked by the Child Support (Maintenance Calculations and

Special Cases) Regulations S.I. 2000/ .
M3 S.I. 1992/1813. The Regulations are revoked by the Child Support (Maintenance Calculation

Procedure) Regulations S.I. 2000/ .
M4 Section 4(10)(a) is amended by section 2(2) of the Child Support, Pensions and Social Security Act

2000.
M5 S.I. 1999/991. The relevant amending instruments are S.I. 2000/1596 and S.I. 2000/3185.
M6 S.I. 1996/2907. The Regulations are revoked by the Child Support (Variations) Regulations S.I. 2000/ .
M7 S.I. 1992/2645. The Regulations are amended by S.I. 2000/ .
M8 S.I. 2000/.
M9 Regulation 33 was amended by S.I. 1995/3261, 1996/1945 and 1999/1047.
M10 S.I. 2000/.
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PART II
DECISION MAKING AND APPEALS

Decision and notice of decision

3.—(1)  Subject to paragraph (2), a decision as to the amount of child support maintenance payable
under a maintenance assessment or an interim maintenance assessment made under section 11, 12,
16, 17 or 20 of the former Act may be superseded by the Secretary of State on his own initiative
under section 17 of the Act, in relation to—

(a) a maintenance assessment (whenever made) which F6... is in force on the calculation date;
(b) a maintenance assessment made following an application for child support maintenance

which is made F7... as provided for in regulation 28(1);
(c) an interim maintenance assessment [F8(whenever made)]where there is sufficient

information held by the Secretary of State to make a decision in accordance with this
paragraph.

[F9(2)  Where the Secretary of State acts in accordance with paragraph (1), the information used
for the purposes of that supersession will be—

(a) that held by the Secretary of State on the calculation date; or
(b) where—

(i) regulation 5(b) applies; and
(ii) the Secretary of State is unable to make the decision required to be made in

accordance with that regulation on the basis of the information referred to in [F10sub-
paragraph] (a),

that which was used or considered to make the maintenance assessment to be superseded
in accordance with regulation 3(1)(a) or (b).]

(3)  Where a superseding decision referred to in paragraph (1) is made the Secretary of State
shall—

(a) make a conversion calculation;
(b) calculate a new amount; and
(c) notify to the non-resident parent and the person with care and, where the maintenance

assessment was made in response to an application under section 7 of the former Act, the
child, in writing—

(i) the new amount;
(ii) where appropriate, the transitional amount;

(iii) any phasing amount applied in the calculation of the transitional amount;
(iv) the length of the transitional period;
(v) the date the conversion decision was made;

(vi) the effective date of the conversion decision;
(vii) the non-resident parent’s net weekly income;

(viii) the number of qualifying children;
(ix) the number of relevant other children;
(x) where there is an adjustment for apportionment or shared care, or both, or under

regulation 9 or 11 of the Maintenance Calculations and Special Cases Regulations,
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the amount calculated in accordance with Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act and those
Regulations;

(xi) any relevant departure direction or relevant property transfer taken into account in
the conversion decision; and

(xii) any apportionment carried out in accordance with regulation 25(3).
(4)  Where at the calculation date there is an interim maintenance assessment in force and there

is insufficient information held by the Secretary of State to make a maintenance assessment, or a
decision in accordance with paragraph (1), the Secretary of State shall—

(a) supersede the interim maintenance assessment to make a default maintenance decision;
and

(b) notify the non-resident parent, the person with care and, where the maintenance assessment
was made in response to an application under section 7, the child, in writing, in accordance
with regulation 15C(2) of the Decisions and Appeals Regulations.

(5)  In a case to which paragraph (1)(c) or (4) applies, where after the calculation date information
is made available to the Secretary of State to enable him to make a maintenance assessment he may—

(a) where the decision was made under paragraph (1)(c), revise the interim maintenance
assessment in accordance with the Assessment Procedure Regulations, and supersede the
conversion decision in accordance with the Decisions and Appeals Regulations;

(b) where the decision was made under paragraph (4), revise the interim maintenance
assessment in accordance with the Assessment Procedure Regulations, and revise the
default maintenance decision in accordance with the Decisions and Appeals Regulations.

(6)  A decision referred to in paragraph (1) or (4) shall take effect from the case conversion date.

F6 Words in reg. 3(1)(a) omitted (21.2.2003) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(3)(a)

F7 Words in reg. 3(1)(b) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F8 Words in reg. 3(1)(c) inserted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(3)(b)

F9 Reg. 3(2) substituted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2004 (S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(3)

F10 Word in reg. 3(2)(b)(ii) substituted (16.3.2005) by Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2005 (S.I. 2005/785), regs. 1(2)(a), 7(2)

Revision, supersession and appeal of conversion decisions

4.—(1)  Subject to this Part, where—
(a) an application is made to the Secretary of State or he acts on his own initiative to revise

or supersede a conversion decision; or
(b) there is an appeal in respect of a conversion decision,

such application, action or appeal shall be decided under the Decisions and Appeals Regulations
and except as otherwise provided in paragraph (2), notification shall be given in accordance with
regulation 3(3).

(2)  Where the Secretary of State acts in accordance with paragraph (1) he shall notify—
(a) in relation to regulation 3(3)(c)(i), the subsequent decision amount in place of the new

amount; and
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(b) where there has been agreement to a variation or a variation has otherwise been taken into
account, the amounts calculated in accordance with the Variations Regulations.

(3)  Where after the calculation date—
(a) an application is made to the Secretary of State or he acts on his own initiative to revise

or supersede a maintenance assessment, an interim maintenance assessment or departure
direction; or

(b) there is an appeal in respect of a maintenance assessment, an interim maintenance
assessment or departure direction; and

(c) such application, action or appeal has been decided in accordance with regulations made
under the former Act for the determination of such applications,

the Secretary of State may revise or supersede the conversion decision in accordance with the
Decisions and Appeals Regulations.

[F11(4)  In their application to a decision referred to in these Regulations, the Decisions and
Appeals Regulations shall be modified so as to provide—

(a) on any revision or supersession of a conversion decision under section 16 or 17
respectively of the Act, that—

(i) the conversion decision may include a relevant departure direction or relevant
property transfer; and

(ii) the effective date of the revision or supersession shall be as determined under the
Decisions and Appeals Regulations or the case conversion date, whichever is the
later;

(b) on any appeal in respect of a conversion decision under section 16 or 17 respectively of
the Act, that the time within which the appeal must be brought shall be—

(i) within the time from the date of notification of the conversion decision against which
the appeal is brought, to one month after the case conversion date of that decision; or

(ii) as determined under the Decisions and Appeals Regulations,
whichever is the later.]

(5)  In this Part, for the purposes of any revision or supersession a conversion decision shall
include a subsequent decision.

F11 Words in reg. 4(4) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(2)

[F12Revision and supersession of an adjustment

4A. Where, on or after the calculation date, an application is made to the Secretary of State or
he acts on his own initiative to revise or supersede an adjustment of the amounts payable under
a maintenance assessment, he may revise or supersede that adjustment in accordance with the
Decisions and Appeals Regulations.]

F12 Reg. 4A inserted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2004
(S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(4)

Outstanding applications at calculation date

5. Where at the calculation date there is outstanding an application for a maintenance assessment
or a departure direction, or under section 16 or 17 of the former Act for the revision or supersession of
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a maintenance assessment, an interim maintenance assessment or a departure direction, the Secretary
of State may—

(a) where the application has been finally decided in accordance with Regulations made under
the former Act for deciding such applications, supersede the maintenance assessment in
accordance with regulation 3; or

(b) where he is unable to make a final decision on the application for—
(i) a departure direction; or

(ii) a revision or supersession,
supersede the maintenance assessment or the interim maintenance assessment in
accordance with regulation 3.

[F13Outstanding revisions and supersessions at calculation date

5A. Regulation 5 shall apply in the same way to a decision of the Secretary of State acting on
his own initiative under section 16 or 17 of the former Act to revise or supersede a maintenance
assessment, an interim maintenance assessment or a departure direction as it does to an application
made for the same purpose.]

F13 Reg. 5A inserted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2004
(S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(5)

Applications for a departure direction or a variation made after calculation date

6.—(1)  Where an application for a departure direction or a variation is made after notification
of the conversion decision the Secretary of State shall—

(a) where the grounds of the application are subject only to a decision under the Departure
Regulations, make a decision under the Departure Regulations;

(b) where the grounds of the application are subject to a decision or determination, as the case
may be, under—

(i) the Departure Regulations; and
(ii) the Variations Regulations,

make a decision under the Departure Regulations; or
(c) where the grounds of the application are subject only to a determination under the

Variations Regulations, treat the application as an advance application for a variation.
(2)  Where the Secretary of State has made a decision or a determination in which he agrees to

the departure direction or variation applied for as provided under paragraph(1) he shall—
(a) where the decision is made under paragraph (1)(a), supersede the maintenance assessment

in accordance with the Assessment Procedure Regulations and the conversion decision in
accordance with the Decisions and Appeals Regulations;

(b) where the decision is made under paragraph (1)(b), supersede the maintenance assessment
in accordance with the Assessment Procedure Regulations and the conversion decision
in accordance with the Decisions and Appeals Regulations to give effect to any relevant
departure direction, and from the case conversion date any variation, in the decision; or

(c) where a determination is made under paragraph (1)(c), supersede the conversion decision
in accordance with the Decisions and Appeals Regulations.

(3)  Where the Secretary of State does not have the information required to make a decision under
paragraph (1) he shall not revise or supersede the conversion decision.
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Grounds on which a conversion decision may not be revised, superseded or altered on appeal

7. A decision of the Secretary of State made under regulation 3 shall not be revised, superseded
or altered on appeal on any of the following grounds—

(a) the use of the information held by the Secretary of State at the calculation date;
(b) that the Secretary of State took into account a relevant departure direction in the conversion

decision;
(c) the application of the phasing amount in the calculation of the transitional amount;
(d) the phasing amount applied to the calculation of the transitional amount;
(e) the length of the transitional period;
(f) that an existing departure direction has not been taken into account by the Secretary of

State in the transitional amount;
(g) that the Secretary of State took into account a relevant property transfer in the conversion

decision, except where the application affects a relevant property transfer which has been
included in the conversion decision on the grounds that—

(i) where the person with care or, where the maintenance assessment was made in
response to an application under section 7 of the former Act, the child applies for the
relevant property transfer to be removed, that property transfer when awarded did
not reflect the true nature, purpose or value of the property transfer; or

(ii) F14... the person with care, the non-resident parent or, where the maintenance
assessment was made in response to an application under section 7 of the former
Act, the child applies for F15... a variation in relation to the same transfer.

F14 Word in reg. 7(g)(ii) omitted (5.11.2003) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
(No. 2) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779), regs. 1, 7(3)(a)

F15 Words in reg. 7(g)(ii) omitted (5.11.2003) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous
Amendments) (No. 2) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779), regs. 1, 7(3)(b)

Outstanding appeals at calculation date

8.—(1)  Where there is an appeal outstanding at the calculation date against a maintenance
assessment, an interim maintenance assessment or an application for a departure direction under the
former Act, the Secretary of State shall supersede the maintenance assessment in accordance with
regulation 3 using the information held at that date.

(2)  When the appeal is decided—
(a) it shall be put into effect in accordance with the tribunal’s decision; and
(b) the conversion decision shall be superseded in accordance with the Decisions and Appeals

Regulations in consequence of the implementation of the tribunal decision.

PART III
AMOUNT PAYABLE FOLLOWING CONVERSION DECISION

Amount of child support maintenance payable

9.—(1)  [F16Subject to regulation 9A, where] a decision of the Secretary of State is made as
provided in regulation 3(1)(a) or (b), the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-
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resident parent shall, on and from the case conversion date, including but not limited to those cases
referred to in regulation 14, be the new amount, [F17unless—
(a) regulation 10 applies, in which case it shall be a transitional amount as provided for in

regulations 11 and 17 to 28; or
(b) regulation 12 or 13 applies, in which case it shall be a transitional amount as provided for in

those regulations.]
(2)  Where a decision under regulation 3(1)(c) relates to a Category B or C interim maintenance

assessment, [F18regulations 10 to 14 and 16 to 28] shall apply as if references to a maintenance
assessment included references to such an interim maintenance assessment.

(3)  In this regulation the reference to Category B or C interim maintenance assessments, and
in regulation 14 the reference to Category A or D interim maintenance assessments, are to those
assessments within the meaning given in regulation 8(3) of the Assessment Procedure Regulations.

F16 Words in reg. 9(1) substituted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2004 (S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(6)

F17 Words in reg. 9(1) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(3)(a)

F18 Words in reg. 9(2) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(3)(b)

[F19Adjustment of the amount of child support maintenance payable

9A.—(1)  Subject to paragraph (2), where—
(a) there has been an overpayment of child support maintenance under a maintenance

assessment; and
(b) the amount payable under that maintenance assessment has been adjusted under

regulation 10 of the Arrears, Interest and Adjustment Regulations as it applies to a
maintenance assessment,

that adjustment shall apply to the new amount or the transitional amount in the conversion decision,
as the case may be, if—

(i) the overpayment remains on the case conversion date; and
(ii) the Secretary of State considers it appropriate in all the circumstances of the case having regard

to the matters set out in regulation 10(1)(b) of the Arrears, Interest and Adjustment Regulations
as it applies to a conversion decision.

(2)  Where the conversion decision relates to more than one parent with care, the adjustment of the
amount payable under a maintenance assessment which applies to the new amount or the transitional
amount, as the case may be, in accordance with paragraph (1) shall only apply in respect of the
apportioned amount payable to the parent with care in relation to whom the maintenance assessment
subject to the adjustment was made.

(3)  In paragraph (2) the “apportioned amount” shall have the meaning given in regulation 11(4).

F19 Regs. 9A-9B inserted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2004 (S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(7)

Attribution of payments

9B.—(1)  Where—
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(a) there are arrears of child support maintenance under a maintenance assessment; and
(b) the Secretary of State has attributed any payment of child support maintenance made

by an absent parent to child support maintenance due as he thinks fit, in accordance
with regulation 9 of the Arrears, Interest and Adjustment Regulations as it applies to a
maintenance assessment,

that attribution of payments shall apply to the new amount or the transitional amount in the
conversion decision, as the case may be, if—

(i) the arrears remain on the case conversion date; and
(ii) the Secretary of State has made that attribution of payments as he thought fit, in accordance

with regulation 9 of the Arrears, Interest and Adjustment Regulations as it applies to a
conversion decision.]

F19 Regs. 9A-9B inserted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2004 (S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(7)

Circumstances in which a transitional amount is payable

10. This regulation applies where the new amount is a basic or reduced rate [F20, an amount
calculated under regulation 22 [F21, an amount calculated under regulation 26 of the Variations
Regulations]] or, except where regulation 12, 13 or 14 applies, a flat rate of child support
maintenance; and

(a) the former assessment amount is greater than the new amount and when the former
assessment amount is decreased by the phasing amount, the resulting figure is greater than
the new amount; or

(b) the former assessment amount is less than the new amount and when the former assessment
amount is increased by the phasing amount, the resulting figure is less than the new
amount.

F20 Words in reg. 10 inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(4)

F21 Words in reg. 10 inserted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(4)

Transitional amount—basic, reduced and most flat rate cases

11.—(1)  Subject to [F22paragraphs (2) and (3)] and regulation 25, in cases to which regulation 10
applies the transitional amount is the former assessment amount decreased, where that amount is
greater than the new amount, or increased, where the latter amount is the greater, by the phasing
amount.

[F23(2)  Subject to paragraph (3), where regulation 10 applies and there is at the calculation
date more than one maintenance assessment in relation to the same absent parent, which has the
meaning given in the former Act, the amount of child support maintenance payable from the case
conversion date in respect of each person with care shall be determined by applying regulation 10
and paragraph (1) as if—

(a) the references to the new amount were to the apportioned amount payable in respect of
the person with care; and

(b) the references to the former assessment amount were to that amount in respect of that
person with care.
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(3)  Where regulation 10 applies and a conversion decision is made in a circumstance to
which regulation 15(3C) applies, the amount of child support maintenance payable from the case
conversion date—

(a) to a person with care in respect of whom an application for a maintenance calculation
has been made F24... which is of a type referred to in regulation 15(3C)(b), shall be the
apportioned amount payable in respect of that person with care; and

(b) in respect of any other person with care, shall be determined by applying regulation 10
and paragraph (1) as if the references to the new amount were to the apportioned amount
payable in respect of that person with care and the references to the former assessment
amount were to that amount in respect of that person with care.

(4)  In this regulation, “apportioned amount” means the amount payable in respect of a person
with care calculated as provided in Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act and Regulations made under that
Part and, where applicable, regulations 17 to 23 and Part IV of these Regulations.]

F22 Words in reg. 11(1) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(5)(a)

F23 Reg. 11(2)-(4) substituted for reg. 11(2) (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(5)(b)

F24 Words in reg. 11(3)(a) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

Transitional amount in flat rate cases

12.—(1)  Except where the former assessment amount is nil, where the new amount would be
the first prescribed amount but is nil owing to the application of paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1
to the Act the amount of child support maintenance payable for the year commencing on the case
conversion date shall be a transitional amount equivalent to the second prescribed amount and
thereafter shall be the new amountF25....

(2)  Except where the former assessment amount is nil, where the new amount would be the
second prescribed amount but is nil owing to the application of paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1
to the Act the amount of child support maintenance payable for the year commencing on the case
conversion date shall be a transitional amount equivalent to half the second prescribed amount and
thereafter shall be the new amountF25....

(3)  Where—
(a) a non-resident parent has more than one qualifying child and in relation to them there is

more than one person with care; and
(b) the amount of child support maintenance payable from the case conversion date to one or

some of those persons with care, but not all of them, would be nil owing to the application
of paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act,

the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent from the case conversion
date shall be the new amount, apportioned [F26among the persons with care, other than any in respect
of whom paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act applies, in accordance with paragraph 6(2)
of that Schedule, unless paragraph (4) or (5) applies.]

(4)  Subject to paragraph (6), where the former assessment amount is less than the new amount
by an amount which is more than the second prescribed amount or, where paragraph 4(2) of Part
I of Schedule 1 to the Act applies to the non-resident parent, half the second prescribed amount,
the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent shall be as provided in
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paragraph (1) where paragraph 4(1)(b)[F27or (c)] of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act applies, and as
provided in paragraph (2) where paragraph 4(2) of that Schedule applies.

(5)  Subject to paragraph (6), where the former assessment amount is greater than the new amount
the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent shall be the new amount
unless the new amount is less than the second prescribed amount or, where paragraph 4(2) of Part
I of Schedule 1 to the Act applies to the non-resident parent, half the second prescribed amount,
in which case the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent shall be
as provided in paragraph (1) where paragraph 4(1)(b) [F27or (c)]of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act
applies, and as provided in paragraph (2) where paragraph 4(2) of that Schedule applies.

[F28(6)  Where paragraph (4) or (5) applies, the transitional amount shall be apportioned among
the persons with care, other than any in respect of whom the former assessment amount is nil and
paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act applies, in accordance with paragraph 6(2) of that
Schedule.]

(7)  In this regulation “former assessment amount" means, in relation to a non-resident parent in
respect of whom there is in force on the calculation date more than one maintenance assessment, the
aggregate of the amounts payable under those assessments, and F29... includes the amount payable
where section 43 of the former Act (contribution to maintenance) applies to the non-resident parent.

F25 Word in reg. 12(1)-(2) omitted (30.4.2002) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(5)(a)

F26 Words in reg. 12(3) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(5)(b)

F27 Words in reg. 12(4)-(5) inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(5)(c)

F28 Reg. 12(6) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(5)(d)

F29 Words in reg. 12(7) omitted (30.4.2002) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(5)(e)

Transitional amount—certain flat rate cases

13.—[F30(1)]  Where paragraph 4(2) of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act applies and the former
assessment amount is nil, the amount of child support maintenance payable for the year beginning
on the case conversion date shall be a transitional amount equivalent to half the second prescribed
amount and thereafter shall not be a transitional amount but shall be the new amount.

[F31(2)  Where paragraph 4(1)(b) or (c) of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act applies and the former
assessment amount is nil, the amount of child support maintenance payable for the year beginning on
the case conversion date shall be a transitional amount equivalent to half the first prescribed amount
and thereafter shall not be a transitional amount but shall be the new amount.]

F30 Reg. 13 renumbered as para. (1) (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(6)

F31 Reg. 13(2) inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2002
(S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(6)

Certain cases where the new amount is payable

14. The amount of child support maintenance which the non-resident parent is liable to pay on
and from the case conversion date is the new amount where—
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(a) the application for the maintenance assessment referred to in regulation 3(1)(a) is
determined after the case conversion date, except in a case to which regulation 28(1)
applies;

(b) the former assessment amount is more than nil, including where section 43 of the former
Act (contribution to maintenance) applies to the non-resident parent and the new amount
is the first or second prescribed amount;

(c) the new amount is the nil rate under paragraph 5 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act; F32...
(d) the former assessment amount is nil and the new amount is nil owing to the application of

paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 (flat rate plus shared care) to the Act; or
(e) a decision under regulation 3(1)(c) relates to a Category A or D interim maintenance

assessment or a decision is made under regulation 3(4).

F32 Word in reg. 14(c) omitted (30.4.2002) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(7)

Case conversion date

15.—(1)  Subject to [F33paragraphs (2) to (3G)], the case conversion date is the beginning of the
first maintenance period on or after the conversion date.

(2)  Where, on or after the commencement date, there is a maintenance assessment in force and
a maintenance calculation is made to which paragraph (3) [F34or (3A)]applies, the case conversion
date for the maintenance assessment [F35is] the beginning of the first maintenance period on or after
the effective date of the related maintenance calculation.

[F36(3)  This paragraph applies where the maintenance calculation is made with respect to a
relevant person who is a relevant person in relation to the maintenance assessment whether or not
with respect to a different qualifying child.

(3A)  This paragraph applies where the maintenance calculation is made in relation to a partner
(“A”) of a person (“B”) who is a relevant person in relation to the maintenance assessment and—

(a) A or B is in receipt of a prescribed benefit; and
(b) [F37A is the non-resident parent in relation to the maintenance calculation and B is the

absent parent in relation to the maintenance assessment.]
(3B)  The case conversion date of a conversion decision made where paragraph (3C) applies is

the beginning of the first maintenance period on or after the date of notification of the conversion
decision.

(3C)  This paragraph applies where on or after the commencement date—
(a) there is a maintenance assessment in force;
(b) an application is made F38... which, but for the maintenance assessment, would result in a

maintenance calculation being made with an effective date before the conversion date;
(c) the non-resident parent in relation to the application referred to in sub-paragraph (b) is the

absent parent in relation to the maintenance assessment referred to in sub-paragraph (a);
and

(d) the person with care in relation to the application referred to in sub-paragraph (b) is a
different person to the person with care in relation to the maintenance assessment referred
to in sub-paragraph (a).
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(3D)  The case conversion date of a conversion decision made where paragraph (3E) applies is
the beginning of the first maintenance period on or after the date on which the superseding decision
referred to in paragraph (3E)(d) takes effect.

(3E)  This paragraph applies where on or after the commencement date—
(a) a maintenance assessment is in force in relation to a person (“C”) and a maintenance

calculation is in force in relation to another person (“D”);
(b) C or D is in receipt of a prescribed benefit;
(c) either—

(i) C is the absent parent in relation to the maintenance assessment and D is the non-
resident parent in relation to the maintenance calculation; or

(ii) C is the person with care in relation to the maintenance assessment and D is the
person with care in relation to the maintenance calculation; and

(3F)  The case conversion date of a conversion decision made where paragraph (3G) applies is
the beginning of the first maintenance period on or after the date from which entitlement to the
prescribed benefit referred to in paragraph (3G)(c) begins.

(3G)  This paragraph applies where on or after the commencement date—
(a) a person (“E”) in respect of whom a maintenance assessment is in force is the partner of

another person (“F”) in respect of whom a maintenance calculation is in force;
(b) either—

(i) E is the absent parent in relation to the maintenance assessment and F is the non-
resident parent in relation to the maintenance calculation; or

(ii) E is the person with care in relation to the maintenance assessment and F is the person
with care in relation to the maintenance calculation; and

(c) E and F become entitled to a prescribed benefit as partners.]

(4)  In [F39this regulation]—

[F40“absent parent” has the meaning given in the former Act;]

[F41“maintenance assessment” has the meaning given in section 54 of the former Act;]

“relevant person" means, in relation to a maintenance assessment, the absent parent,F42 ..., or
person with care and, in relation to a maintenance calculation, the non-resident parent or person
with care; and
“prescribed benefit" means a benefit prescribed for the purposes of paragraph 4(1)(c) of Part
I of Schedule 1 to the Act.

F33 Words in reg. 15(1) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(6)(a)

F34 Words in reg. 15(2) inserted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(6)(b)(i)

F35 Word in reg. 15(2) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(6)(b)(ii)

F36 Reg. 15(3)-(3G) substituted for reg. 15(3) (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous
Amendments) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(6)(c)

F37 Reg. 15(3A)(b) substituted (27.10.2008) by Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No.2)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2544), regs. 1(1), 7

F38 Words in reg. 15(3C)(b) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6
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F39 Words in reg. 15(4) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(8)(a)

F40 Words in reg. 15(4) inserted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(6)(d)(i)

F41 Words in reg. 15(4) inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(8)(b)

F42 Words in reg. 15(4) omitted (21.2.2003) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(6)(d)(ii)

Conversion calculation and conversion decision

16.—(1)  A conversion calculation by the Secretary of State shall be made—
(a) in accordance with Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act;

[F43(b) taking into account the information used in accordance with regulation 3(2); and]

(c) taking into account any relevant departure direction or any relevant property transfer as
provided in regulations 17 to [F4423A].

(2)  A conversion decision shall be treated for the purposes of any revision, supersession, appeal
or application for a variation under sections 16, 17, 20 or 28G M11 of the Act, and Regulations made
in connection with such matters, as a decision under section 11 of the Act M12 made with effect from
the date of notification of that decision and, where a conversion decision has been made, the case
shall for those purposes be treated as if there were a maintenance calculation in force.

[F45(2A)  For the purposes of sections 29 to 41B of the Act and regulations made under or by
virtue of those sections, a conversion decision shall be treated on or after the case conversion date
as if it were a maintenance calculation.]

[F46(2B)  For the purposes of regulation 2 of the Social Security Benefits (Maintenance Payments
and Consequential Amendments) Regulations 1996 (interpretation for the purposes of section 74A
of the Social Security Administration Act 1992), a conversion decision shall be treated on or after
the case conversion date as if it were a maintenance calculation.]

[F47(2C)  For the purposes of regulations 9 and 10 of the Arrears, Interest and Adjustment
Regulations, a conversion decision shall be treated on or after the case conversion date as if it were
a maintenance calculation.]

(3)  A [F48conversion decision] shall become a maintenance calculation when the transitional
period ends or, if later, any relevant property transfer taken into account in [F49the conversion
calculation] ceases to have effect.

F43 Reg. 16(1)(b) substituted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2004 (S.I. 2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(8)(a)

F44 Word in reg. 16(1)(c) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(7)(a)

F45 Reg. 16(2A) inserted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(7)(b)

F46 Reg. 16(2B) inserted (3.3.2003) by The Child Support (Transitional Provision)(Miscellaneous
Amendments) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/347), regs. 1, 3

F47 16(2)C added (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2004 (S.I.
2004/2415), regs. 1(2)(a), 8(8)(b)

F48 Words in reg. 16(3) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(7)(c)(i)
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F49 Words in reg. 16(3) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(7)(c)(ii)

Marginal Citations
M11 Section 28G is substituted by section 7 of the Child Support, Pensions and Social Security Act 2000.
M12 Section 11 is substituted by section 1 of the Child Support, Pensions and Social Security Act 2000.

Relevant departure [F50direction] and relevant property transfer

17.—(1)  A relevant departure direction means a departure direction given in relation to the
maintenance assessment which is the subject of the conversion decision where that direction was
given under the provisions of the former Act and Regulations made under that Act, and where it is
one to which one of the following paragraphs of this regulation applies.

(2)  This paragraph applies to a departure direction given on the special expenses grounds in
paragraph 2(3)(b) (contact costs) or 2(3)(d) (debts) of Schedule 4B to the former Act M13 where and
to the extent that they exceed the threshold amount which is—

(a) £15 per week where the expenses fall within only one of those paragraphs and, where the
expenses fall within both paragraphs, £15 per week in respect of the aggregate of those
expenses, where the net weekly income is £200 or more; or

(b) £10 per week where the expenses fall within only one of those paragraphs and, where the
expenses fall within both paragraphs, £10 per week in respect of the aggregate of those
expenses, where the net weekly income is below £200,

and for this purpose “net weekly income" means the income which would otherwise be taken into
account for the purposes of the conversion decision including any additional income which falls to
be taken into account under regulation 20.

(3)  This paragraph applies to a departure direction given on the ground in paragraph 2(3)(c)
(illness and disability costs) of Schedule 4B to the former Act where the illness or disability is of
a relevant other child.

(4)  This paragraph applies to a departure direction given on the ground in paragraph 3 (property
or capital transfer) of Schedule 4B to the former Act.

(5)  Subject to paragraph (6), this paragraph applies to a departure direction given on the additional
cases grounds in paragraph 5(1) of Schedule 4B to the former Act and regulation 24 (diversion of
income) of the Departure Regulations or paragraph 5(2)(b) of Schedule 4B to the former Act and
regulation 25 (life-style inconsistent with declared income) of those Regulations.

[F51(6)  Where, but for the application of a relevant departure direction referred to in paragraph (5),
the new amount would be—

(a) the first prescribed amount owing to the application of paragraph 4(1)(b) of Part I of
Schedule 1 to the Act;

(b) the amount referred to in sub-paragraph (a), but is less than that amount or is nil, owing
to the application of paragraph 8 of that Part; or

(c) the nil rate under paragraph 5(a) of that Part,
paragraph (5) applies where the amount of the additional income exceeds £100.]

(7)  This paragraph applies to a departure direction given on the ground in paragraph 5(2)(a) of
Schedule 4B to the former Act (assets capable of producing income) where the value of the assets
taken into account is greater than £65,000.
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(8)  A relevant property transfer is a transfer which was taken into account in the decision as
to the maintenance assessment in respect of which the conversion decision is made owing to the
application of Schedule 3A to the Assessment Calculation Regulations.

(9)  Where—
(a) a relevant departure direction is taken into account for the purposes of a conversion

calculation; or
(b) a subsequent decision is made following the application of a relevant departure direction

to a maintenance assessment,
the relevant departure direction shall for the purposes of any subsequent decision, including the
subsequent decision in paragraph (b), be a variation as if an application had been made under
section 28G of the Act for a variation in relation to the same ground and for the same amount.

[F52(10)  Where—
(a) a relevant property transfer is taken into account for the purposes of a conversion decision;
(b) an application is made for a variation of a type referred to in paragraph 3 of Schedule 4B

to the Act and Part IV of the Variations Regulations (property or capital transfers) which
relates to the same property or capital transfer as the relevant property transfer referred
to in sub-paragraph (a); and

(c) the variation is agreed to,
the relevant property transfer shall cease to have effect on the effective date of the subsequent
decision which resulted from the application for a variation.]

F50 Word in reg. 17 substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204) , regs. 3(a) , 8(9)(a)

F51 Reg. 17(6) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2002 (S.I. 2002/1204) , regs. 3(a) , 8(9)(b)

F52 Reg. 17(10) added (5.11.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No. 2)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779) , regs. 1 , 7(4)

Marginal Citations
M13 Schedule 4B is substituted by section 6(2) of, and Schedule 2 to, the Child Support, Pensions and

Social Security

Effect on conversion calculation—special expenses

18.—(1)  Subject to paragraph (2) and regulations 22 and 23, where the relevant departure
direction is one falling within paragraph (2) or (3) of regulation 17, effect shall be given to the
relevant departure direction in the conversion calculation by deducting from the net weekly income
of the non-resident parent the weekly amount of that departure direction and for this purpose “net
weekly income" has the meaning given in regulation 17(2).

(2)  Where the income which, but for the application of this paragraph, would be taken into
account in the conversion decision is the capped amount and the relevant departure direction is one
falling within paragraph (2) or (3) of regulation 17 then—

(a) the weekly amount of the expenses shall first be deducted from the net weekly income
of the non-resident parent which, but for the application of the capped amount, would
be taken into account in the conversion decision including any additional income to be
taken into account as a result of the application of paragraphs (5) or (7) of regulation 17
(additional cases);
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(b) the amount by which the capped amount exceeds the figure calculated under sub-
paragraph (a) shall be calculated; and

(c) effect shall be given to the relevant departure direction in the conversion calculation by
deducting from the capped amount the amount calculated under sub-paragraph (b).

Effect on conversion calculation—property or capital transfer

19. Subject to regulation 23, where the relevant departure direction is one falling within
paragraph (4) of regulation 17—

(a) the conversion calculation shall be carried out in accordance with regulation 16(1) and,
where there is more than one person with care in relation to the non-resident parent, the
amount of child support maintenance resulting shall be apportioned among the persons
with care as provided in paragraph 6 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act and Regulations
made under that Part; and

(b) the equivalent weekly value of the transfer to which the relevant departure direction relates
shall be deducted from the amount of child support maintenance which the non-resident
parent would otherwise be liable to pay to the person with care with respect to whom the
transfer was made.

Effect on conversion calculation—additional cases

20. Subject to regulations 22 and 23, where the relevant departure direction is one falling within
paragraph (5) or (7) of regulation 17 (additional cases), effect shall be given to the relevant departure
direction in the conversion calculation by increasing the net weekly income of the non-resident
parent which would otherwise be taken into account by the weekly amount of the additional income
except that, where the amount of net weekly income calculated in this way would exceed the capped
amount, the amount of net weekly income taken into account shall be the capped amount.

Effect on conversion calculation—relevant property transfer

21.—(1)  Subject to paragraph (2) and [F53regulations 23 and 23A], a relevant property transfer
shall be given effect by deducting from the net weekly income of the non-resident parent which
would otherwise be taken into account the amount in relation to the relevant property transfer and
for this purpose “net weekly income" has the meaning given in regulation 17(2) but after deduction
in respect of any relevant departure direction falling within paragraph (2) or (3) of regulation 17
(special expenses).

(2)  Where the net weekly income of the non-resident parent which is taken into account for the
purposes of the conversion calculation is the capped amount, a relevant property transfer shall be
given effect by deducting the amount in respect of the transfer from the capped amount.

F53 Words in reg. 21(1) susbstituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(10)

Effect on conversion calculation—maximum amount payable where relevant departure
direction is on additional cases ground

22.—(1)  Subject to regulation 23, where this regulation applies [F54the new amount] shall be
whichever is the lesser of—

[F55(a) a weekly amount calculated by aggregating the first prescribed amount with the result of
applying Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act to the additional income arising under the relevant
departure direction; or
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(b) a weekly amount calculated by applying Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act to the aggregate of
the net weekly income taken into account for the purposes of the maintenance assessment
which is the subject of the conversion decision and the additional income arising under
the relevant departure direction].

(2)  This regulation applies where the relevant departure direction is one to which paragraph (5)
or (7) of regulation 17 applies (additional cases) and the non-resident parent’s liability calculated as
provided in Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act, and Regulations made under that Schedule, would, but
for the relevant departure direction be—

(a) the first prescribed amount;
(b) the first prescribed amount but is less than that amount or nil, owing to the application of

paragraph 8 of Part I of that Schedule; or
(c) the first prescribed amount but for the application of paragraph 5(a) of that Schedule.

(3)  For the purposes of paragraph (1)—
(a) “additional income" for the purposes of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) means such income

after the application of a relevant departure direction falling within paragraph (2) or (3) of
regulation 17 (special expenses); [F56or a relevant property transferand

(b) weekly amount” for the purposes of sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) means the aggregate of the
amounts referred to in the relevant sub-paragraph—

(i) adjusted as provided in regulation 23(3) as if the reference in that regulation to child
support maintenance were to the weekly amount; and

(ii) after any deduction provided for in regulation 23(4) as if the reference in that
regulation to child support maintenance were to the weekly amount; and

(c) any benefit, pension or allowance referred to in sub-paragraph (b) shall not include—
(i) in the case of industrial injuries benefit under section 94 of the Social Security

Contributions and Benefits Act 1992, any increase in that benefit under section 104
(constant attendance) or 105 (exceptionally severe disablement) of that Act;

(ii) in the case of a war disablement pension within the meaning in section 150(2) of
that Act, any award under the following articles of the Naval, Military and Air
Forces etc. (Disablement and Death) Service Pensions Order 1983 (“the Service
Pensions Order”): article 14 (constant attendance allowance), 15 (exceptionally
severe disablement allowance), 16 (severe disablement occupational allowance) or
26A (mobility supplement) or any analogous allowance payable in conjunction with
any other war disablement pension; and

(iii) any award under article 18 of the Service Pensions Order (unemployability
allowances) which is an additional allowance in respect of a child of the non-resident
parent where that child is not living with the non-resident parent.]

F54 Words in reg. 22(1) susbstituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(11)

F55 Reg. 22(1)(a)(b) substituted (1.4.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(c), 9(8)(a)

F56 Words in reg. 22(3)(a) inserted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(8)(b)(i)

Effect of relevant departure direction on conversion calculation—general

23. –
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(1)  Subject to paragraphs (4) and (5), where more than one relevant departure direction applies
regulations 18 to 22 shall apply and the results shall be aggregated as appropriate.

(2)  Paragraph 7(2) to (7) of Schedule 1 to the Act (shared care) shall apply where the rate of
child support maintenance is affected by a relevant departure directionF57... and paragraph 7(2) of
that Schedule shall be read as if after the words “as calculated in accordance with the preceding
paragraphs of this Part of this Schedule" there were inserted the words “ , the Child Support
(Transitional Provisions) Regulations 2000 M14 ”.

(3)  Subject to paragraphs (4) and (5), where the non-resident parent shares the care of a qualifying
child within the meaning in Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act, or where the care of such a child is
shared in part by a local authority, the amount of child support maintenance the non-resident parent
is liable to pay the person with care, calculated to take account of any relevant departure direction,
shall be reduced in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 7 of that Part, or regulation 9 of the
Maintenance Calculations and Special Cases Regulations, as the case may be.

(4)  Subject to paragraph (5), where a relevant departure direction is one falling within
paragraph (4) of regulation 17 (property or capital transfer) the amount of the relevant departure
direction shall be deducted from the amount of child support maintenance the non-resident parent
would otherwise be liable to pay the person with care in respect of whom the transfer was made
after aggregation of the effects of any relevant departure directions as provided in paragraph (1) or
deduction for shared care as provided in paragraph (3).

(5)  If the application of regulation 19, or paragraphs (3) or (4), would decrease the weekly amount
of child support maintenance (or the aggregate of all such amounts) payable by the non-resident
parent to the person with care (or all of them) to less than a figure equivalent to the first prescribed
amount, the new amount shall instead be the first prescribed amount and shall be apportioned as
provided in paragraph 6 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act, and Regulations made under that Part.

F57 Words in reg. 23(2) omitted (30.4.2002) by virtue of The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(12)

Marginal Citations
M14 S.I. 2000/3186.

[F58Effect of a relevant property transfer and a relevant departure direction—general

23A. Where—
(a) more than one relevant property transfer applies; or
(b) one or more relevant property transfers and one or more relevant departure directions

apply,

regulation 23 shall apply as if references to a relevant departure direction were to a relevant
property transfer or to the relevant property transfers and relevant departure directions, as the case
may be.]

F58 Reg. 23A inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2002
(S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(13)

Phasing amount

24.—(1)  In this Part “phasing amount" means, for the year beginning on the case conversion
date, the relevant figure provided in paragraph (2), and for each subsequent year the phasing amount
for the previous year aggregated with the relevant figure.
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(2)  The relevant figure is—
(a) £2.50 where the relevant income is £100 or less;
(b) £5.00 where the relevant income is more than £100 but less than £400; or
(c) £10.00 where the relevant income is £400 or more.

(3)  [F59Subject to [F60paragraphs (4) [F61, (5) and (6)]], for] the purposes of paragraph (2), the
“relevant income" is the net weekly income of the non-resident parent taken into account in the
conversion decision.

[F62(4)  Where the new amount is calculated under regulation 22(1), “relevant income” for the
purposes of paragraph (2) is the aggregate of the income calculated under regulation 22(1)(b).]

[F63(5)  Where the new amount is calculated under regulation 26(1) of the Variations Regulations,
the “relevant income” for the purposes of paragraph (2) is the additional income arising under the
variation.]

[F64(6)  Where a subsequent decision is made the effective date of which is the case conversion
date—

(a) the reference in paragraph (3) to the conversion decision shall apply as if it were a reference
to the subsequent decision; and

(b) the reference in paragraph (5) to the new amount shall apply as if it were a reference to
the subsequent decision amount.]

F59 Words in reg. 24(3) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(14)(a)

F60 Words in reg. 24(3) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(9)(a)

F61 Words in reg. 24(3) substituted (5.11.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
(No. 2) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779), regs. 1, 7(5)(a)

F62 Reg. 24(4) added (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2002
(S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(14)(b)

F63 Reg. 24(5) added (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2003
(S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(9)(b)

F64 Reg. 24(6) added (5.11.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No. 2) Regulations
2003 (S.I. 2003/2779), regs. 1, 7(5)(b)

Maximum transitional amount

25.—(1)  Where a conversion decision is made in a circumstance [F65to which regulation 15(3C)]
applies (maintenance assessment and related maintenance calculation), or a subsequent decision is
made, the liability of the non-resident parent to pay child support maintenance during the transitional
period (excluding any amount payable in respect of arrears of child support maintenance and before
reduction for any amount in respect of an overpayment) shall be whichever is the lesser of—

[F66(a) the transitional amount payable under this Part added to, where applicable, the transitional
amount payable under Part IV; and]

(b) the maximum transitional amount.
(2)  Where—

(a) a conversion decision to which paragraph (1) applies, or a subsequent decision, results
from an application made F67... for a maintenance calculation in respect of the same non-
resident parent but a different qualifying child in relation to whom there is a different
person with care (referred to in this regulation as “the new application"); and
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(b) the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent from the case
conversion date, or the effective date of the subsequent decision, as the case may be, is
the maximum transitional amount,

that amount shall be apportioned as provided in paragraph (3).
(3)  The apportionment referred to in paragraph (2) shall be carried out as follows—

(a) the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent to the person
with care in relation to the new application shall be calculated as provided in Part I of
Schedule 1 to the Act and Regulations made under that Part and where applicable, Part IV
of these Regulations, and that amount shall be the amount payable to that person with care;

[F68(aa) the amount of child support maintenance payable to a person with care in respect of whom
there was a maintenance assessment in force immediately before the case conversion
date and in respect of whom the amount payable is not calculated by reference to a
phasing amount, shall be an amount calculated as provided in sub-paragraph (a) and, where
applicable, regulations 17 to 23;]

(b) [F69the amounts calculated as provided in sub-paragraphs (a) and (aa)] shall be deducted
from the maximum transitional amount and the remainder shall be apportioned among
the other persons with care so that the proportion which each receives bears the same
relation to the proportions which the others receive as those proportions would have borne
in relation to each other and the new amount, or the subsequent decision amount, as the
case may be, if the maximum transitional amount had not been applied.

(4)  Where—
(a) apportionment under paragraph (3)(b) results in a fraction of a penny, that fraction shall

be treated as a penny if it is either one half or exceeds one half, otherwise it shall be
disregarded; and

(b) the application of paragraph (3)(b) would be such that the aggregate amount payable by a
non-resident parent would be different from the aggregate amount payable before any such
apportionment, the Secretary of State shall adjust that apportionment so as to eliminate
that difference and that adjustment shall be varied from time to time so as to secure that,
taking one week with another and so far as is practicable, each person with care receives
the amount which she would have received if no adjustment had been made under this
paragraph.

[F70(5)  Subject to paragraphs (6) and (7), “maximum transitional amount” means 30% of the non-
resident parent’s net weekly income taken into account in the conversion decision, or the subsequent
decision, as the case may be.

(6)  Where the new amount is calculated under regulation 22(1), “maximum transitional amount”
means 30% of the aggregate of the income calculated under regulation 22(1)(b).

(7)  Where the new amount or the subsequent decision amount, as the case may be, is calculated
under regulation 26(1) of the Variations Regulations “maximum transitional amount” means 30%
of the additional income arising under the variation.]

F65 Words in reg. 25(1) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(10)(a)(i)

F66 Reg. 25(1)(a) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(10)(a)(ii)

F67 Words in reg. 25(2)(a) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F68 Reg. 25(3)(aa) inserted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(10)(b)(i)
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F69 Words in reg. 25(3)(b) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(10)(b)(ii)

F70 Reg. 25(5)-(7) added (5.11.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No. 2)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779), regs. 1, 7(6)

Subsequent decision effective on case conversion date

26.—(1)  Where there is a subsequent decision, the effective date of which is the case conversion
date, the amount of child support maintenance payable shall be calculated as if the subsequent
decision were a conversion decision.

(2)  For the purposes of paragraph (1), regulations 9 to 25 shall apply as if references—
(a) to the calculation date, including in relation to the definition of the former assessment

amount, were to—
(i) where there has been a decision under section 16, 17 or 20 in relation to the

maintenance assessment, the effective date of that decision; or
(ii) where sub-paragraph (i) does not apply—

(aa) the effective date of the subsequent decision; or
(bb) if earlier, the date the subsequent decision was made;

(b) to the new amount were to the subsequent decision amount; and
(c) to the conversion decision in regulation 24(3) were to the subsequent decision.

Subsequent decision with effect in transitional period—amount payable

27.—(1)  Subject to paragraph (6), where during the transitional period there is a subsequent
decision the effective date of which is after the case conversion date, the amount of child support
maintenance payable shall be the subsequent decision amount unless any of the following paragraphs
applies, in which case it shall be a transitional amount as provided for in those paragraphs.

(2)  Where—
(a) the new amount was greater than the former assessment amount; and
(b) the subsequent decision amount is greater than the new amount,

the amount of child support maintenance payable shall be a transitional amount calculated as the
transitional amount payable immediately before the subsequent decision (“the previous transitional
amount") increased by the difference between the new amount and the subsequent decision amount
and the phasing amounts shall apply to that transitional amount as they would have applied to the
previous transitional amount had there been no subsequent decision.

(3)  Where—
(a) paragraph (2)(a) applies; and
(b) the subsequent decision amount is equal to or less than the new amount,[F71and greater

than the previous transitional amount,]
the amount of child support maintenance payable shall be the previous transitional amount and the
phasing amounts shall apply as they would have applied had there been no subsequent decision.

(4)  Where—
(a) the new amount was less than the former assessment amount; and
(b) the subsequent decision amount is less than the new amount,

the amount of child support maintenance payable shall be a transitional amount calculated as
the previous transitional amount decreased by the difference between the new amount and the
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subsequent decision amount and the phasing amounts shall apply to that transitional amount as they
would have applied to the previous transitional amount had there been no subsequent decision.

(5)  Where—
(a) paragraph (4)(a) applies; and
(b) the subsequent decision amount is equal to or more than the new amount,[F72and less than

the previous transitional amount,]
the amount of child support maintenance payable shall be the previous transitional amount and the
phasing amounts shall apply as they would have applied had there been no subsequent decision.

(6)  Paragraphs (2) to (5) shall not apply where the subsequent decision amount is the first or
second prescribed amount [F73, would be the first or the second prescribed amount but is less than
that amount, or is nil, owing to the application of paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act,
or is the nil rate.]

[F74(7)  Where paragraph (1) applies and at the date of the subsequent decision there is more than
one person with care in relation to the same non-resident parent—

(a) the amount payable to a person with care in respect of whom the amount payable is
calculated by reference to a phasing amount shall be determined by applying paragraphs
(1) to (5) as if references to the new amount, the subsequent decision amount and the
transitional amount were to the apportioned part of the amount in question; and

(b) the amount payable in respect of any other person with care shall be the apportioned part
of the subsequent decision amount.

[
F75(7A)  This paragraph applies where—

(a) paragraph (1) applies and at the date of the subsequent decision there is more than one
person with care in relation to the same non-resident parent; and

(b) as a result of the subsequent decision there is one person with care in relation to that non-
resident parent.

(7B)  Where paragraph (7A) applies, the amount payable to a person with care in respect of whom
the amount payable is calculated by reference to a phasing amount shall be determined by applying
paragraphs (1) to (5) as if references to—

(a) the new amount and the transitional amount were to the apportioned part of the amount
in question which had been payable immediately prior to the subsequent decision to the
person with care in respect of whom the subsequent decision is made; and

(b) the subsequent decision amount were to the full amount payable under the subsequent
decision.]

(8)   In paragraph (7)[F76and (7B)], “apportioned part” means the amount payable in respect of
a person with care calculated as provided in Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act and Regulations made
under that Part and, where applicable, Parts III and IV of these Regulations.

(9)  [F77[F78Where]] a subsequent decision is made in respect of a decision which is itself a
subsequent decision, paragraphs (2) to (5) shall apply as if, except in paragraphs (2)(a) and (4)(a),
references to the new amount were to the subsequent decision amount which applied immediately
before the most recent subsequent decision.]

[F79(10)  [F80Subject to paragraph (11), where] a subsequent decision (“decision B”) is made in
respect of a decision which is itself a subsequent decision (“decision A”) and—

(a) decision B has the same effective date as decision A; or
(b) decision B—
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(i) is a revision or alteration on appeal of decision A; and
(ii) includes within it a determination that the effective date of decision A was incorrect,

paragraphs (2) to (5) shall apply [F81as if decision A had not been made.] amount of
decision B is compared with the new amount or the subsequent decision amount, as the
case may be, which was in place immediately before decision A was made.]

[F82(11)   In the circumstances set out in paragraph (10), paragraph (9) shall not apply where the
decision in place before decision A was made was the decision which took effect from the case
conversion date.]

F71 Words in reg. 27(3)(b) added (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204) , regs. 3(a) , 8(15)(a)

F72 Words in reg. 27(5)(b) added (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204) , regs. 3(a) , 8(15)(b)

F73 Words in reg. 27(6) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204) , regs. 3(a) , 8(15)(c)

F74 Reg. 27(7)-(9) added (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2003 (S.I. 2003/328) , regs. 1(3)(a) , 9(11)

F75 Reg. 27(7A) (7B) inserted (16.3.2005) by Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2005 (S.I. 2005/785) , regs. 1(2)(a) , 7(3)(a)

F76 Words in reg. 27(8) inserted (16.3.2005) by Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2005 (S.I. 2005/785) , regs. 1(2)(a) , 7(3)(b)

F77 Words in reg. 27(9) substituted (5.11.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
(No. 2) Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779) , regs. 1 , 7(7)(a)

F78 Word in reg. 27(9)(b) substituted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2004 (S.I. 2004/2415) , regs. 1(2)(a) , 8(9)(a)

F79 Reg. 27(10) added (5.11.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) (No. 2)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/2779) , regs. 1 , 7(7)(b)

F80 Words in reg. 27(10)(c) substituted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2004 (S.I. 2004/2415) , regs. 1(2)(a) , 8(9)(b)(i)

F81 Words in reg. 27(10)(c) substituted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2004 (S.I. 2004/2415) , regs. 1(2)(a) , 8(9)(b)(ii)

F82 Reg. 27(11) inserted (16.9.2004) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2004 (S.I. 2004/2415) regs. 3(a), 8(9)(c)

Linking provisions

28.—(1)  [F83Subject to paragraph (2A), where], after the commencement date but before the
conversion date, an application for a maintenance calculation is made F84...and within the relevant
period a maintenance assessment was in force in relation to the same qualifying child, non-resident
parent and person with care—

(a) the application shall be treated as an application for a maintenance assessment; and
(b) any maintenance assessment made in response to the application shall be an assessment

to which regulations 9 to 28 apply.

(2)  [F83Subject to paragraph (2A), where], after the conversion date, an application for a
maintenance calculation is made F85..., and within the relevant period a maintenance assessment (“the
previous assessment") had been in force in relation to the same qualifying child, non-resident parent
and person with care but had ceased to have effect—

(a) the amount of child support maintenance payable by the non-resident parent from the
effective date of the maintenance calculation made in response to the application shall be
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calculated in the same way that a conversion calculation would have been made had the
previous assessment been in force on the date the calculation is made; and

(b) the provisions of regulations 9 to 28 shall apply accordingly, including the application
where appropriate of transitional amounts, phasing amounts and a transitional period,
which for this purpose shall begin on the date which would have been the case conversion
date in relation to the previous assessment.

[F86(2A)  Paragraph (1) or (2) shall not apply where, before any application for a maintenance
calculation of a type referred to in paragraph (1) or (2) is made F87..., an application for a maintenance
calculation is made or treated as made in relation to either the person with care or the non-resident
parent (but not both of them) to whom the maintenance assessment referred to in paragraph (1) or
(2) related.]

(3)  For the purposes of paragraphs (1) and (2) “the relevant period" means 13 weeks prior to the
date that the application for the maintenance calculation is made F88....

(4)  This paragraph applies where—
(a) the non-resident parent is liable to pay child support maintenance of a transitional amount

and there is, during the transitional period, a subsequent decision (in this regulation
referred to as “the first subsequent decision") as a result of which the non-resident parent
is liable to pay child support maintenance [F89at—
(i) the first or second prescribed amount;
(ii) what would be an amount referred to in head (i) but is less than that amount, or is

nil, owing to the application of paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act; or
(iii) the nil rate; and]

(b) a second subsequent decision is made with an effective date no later than 13 weeks after
the effective date of the first subsequent decision the effect of which would be that the
non-resident parent would be liable to pay child support maintenance at other than[F90a
rate referred to in sub-paragraph (a)].

(5)  [F91Subject to paragraph (5A), where] paragraph (4) applies the amount of child support
maintenance the non-resident parent is liable to pay from the effective date of the second subsequent
decision shall be a transitional amount or, where applicable, the new amount, calculated by making
a subsequent decision and, where appropriate, applying a phasing amount, as if the first subsequent
decision had not occurred.

[F92(5A)  Paragraph (5) shall not apply where, before any second subsequent decision is made,
an application for a maintenance calculation is made F93... in relation to either the person with care
or the non-resident parent (but not both of them) to whom the first subsequent decision referred to
in paragraph (4) related.]

(6)  This paragraph applies where during the transitional period a [F94conversion decision] ceases
to have effect.

(7)  [F95Subject to paragraph (7A), where] paragraph (6) applies and no later than 13 weeks after
the [F96conversion decision] ceases to have effect [F97an application for a maintenance calculation]
is made, F98..., in relation to the same person with care, non-resident parent and qualifying child,
the amount of child support maintenance the non-resident parent is liable to pay from the effective
date of the new maintenance calculation shall be a transitional amount or, where applicable, the new
amount, calculated by making a subsequent decision in relation to the [F96conversion decision] as if
it had not ceased to have effect, and applying a phasing amount where appropriate.

[F99(7A)  Paragraph (7) shall not apply where, before an application for a maintenance calculation
of a type referred to in that paragraph is made F100..., an application for a maintenance calculation is
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made F100... in relation to either the person with care or the non-resident parent (but not both of them)
to whom the [F101conversion decision] referred to in that paragraph related.]

(8)  [F102Subject to paragraph (9), where]—

[F103(a) a [F104conversion decision] is in force, or pursuant to regulation 16(3) a maintenance
calculation is in force, (“the calculation”) and the new amount—

(i) is the first or second prescribed amount;
(ii) would be an amount referred to in head (i), but is less than that amount, or is nil,

owing to the application of paragraph 8 of Part I of Schedule 1 to the Act; or
(iii) is the nil rate;]

(b) after the case conversion date a subsequent decision is made;
(c) but for the application of this regulation the subsequent decision amount would be a basic

or reduced rate of child support maintenance; and
(d) within 13 weeks prior to the effective date of the subsequent decision a maintenance

assessment was in force in relation to the same non-resident parent, person with care and
qualifying child, under which the amount payable by the non-resident parent (“the previous
assessment") was more than the amount prescribed for the purposes of paragraph 7 of
Schedule 1 to the former Act;

the subsequent decision amount shall be calculated by making a subsequent decision in relation to
the previous assessment as if the assessment were in force, and applying a phasing amount where
appropriate.

[F105(9)  Paragraph (8) shall not apply where, before a subsequent decision of a type referred to in
paragraph (8)(b) is made, an application for a maintenance calculation is made F106... in relation to the
person with care or the non-resident parent (but not both of them) to whom the calculation relates.]

F83 Words in reg. 28(1)-(2) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(a)

F84 Words in reg. 28(1) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F85 Words in reg. 28(2) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F86 Reg. 28(2A) inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(b)

F87 Words in reg. 28(2A) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F88 Words in reg. 28(3) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F89 Words in reg. 28(4)(a) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(c)

F90 Words in reg. 28(4)(b) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(d)

F91 Words in reg. 28(5) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(e)

F92 Reg. 28(5A) inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(f)

F93 Words in reg. 28(5A) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F94 Words in reg. 28(6) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(12)
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F95 Words in reg. 28(7) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(g)(i)

F96 Words in reg. 28(7) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(12)

F97 Words in reg. 28(7) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(g)(ii)

F98 Words in reg. 28(7) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F99 Reg. 28(7A) inserted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(h)

F100 Words in reg. 28(7A) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

F101 Words in reg. 28(7A) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(12)

F102 Words in reg. 28(8) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(i)(i)

F103 Reg. 28(8)(a) substituted (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations
2002 (S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(i)(ii)

F104 Words in reg. 28(8)(a) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(12)

F105 Reg. 28(9) added (30.4.2002) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2002
(S.I. 2002/1204), regs. 3(a), 8(16)(j)

F106 Words in reg. 28(9) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

PART IV
COURT ORDER PHASING

Interpretation

29.—(1)  In this Part—
“the Act" means the Child Support Act 1991;
“calculation amount" means the amount of child support maintenance that would, but for the
provisions of this Part, be payable under a maintenance calculation which is in force;
“excess" means the amount by which the calculation amount exceeds the old amount;
“maintenance calculation" has the meaning given in section 54 of the Act the effective date of
which is on or after the date prescribed for the purposes of section 4(10)(a) of the Act;
“old amount" means, subject to paragraph (2) below, the aggregate weekly amount which was
payable under the orders, agreements or arrangements mentioned in regulation 30;
“subsequent decision" means—
(a) any decision under section 16 or 17 of the Act to revise or supersede a maintenance

calculation to which regulation 31(1) applies; or
(b) any such revision or supersession as decided on appeal,
whether as originally made or as revised under section 16 of the Act or decided on appeal;
“subsequent decision amount" means the amount of child support maintenance liability
resulting from a subsequent decision;
“transitional amount" means an amount determined in accordance with regulation 31; and
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“transitional period" means a period beginning on the effective date of the maintenance
calculation and ending 78 weeks after that date or, if earlier, on the date on which
regulation 31(3) applies.

(2)  In determining the old amount the Secretary of State shall disregard any payments in kind
and any payments made to a third party on behalf of or for the benefit of the qualifying child or
the person with care.

Cases to which this Part applies

30. This Part applies to cases where—
(a) on 4th April 1993, and at all times thereafter until the date when a maintenance calculation

is made under the Act there was in force, in respect of one or more of the qualifying
children in respect of whom an application for a maintenance calculation is made F107...
under the Act and the non-resident parent concerned, one or more—

(i) maintenance orders;
(ii) orders under section 151 of the Army Act 1955 M15 (deductions from pay

for maintenance of wife or child) or section 151 of the Air Force Act 1955
M16 (deductions from pay for maintenance of wife or child) or arrangements
corresponding to such an order and made under Article 1 or 3 of the Naval and
Marine Pay and Pensions (Deductions for Maintenance) Order 1959 M17; or

(iii) maintenance agreements (being agreements which are made or evidenced in
writing);

(b) either—
(i) the non-resident parent was on the effective date of the maintenance calculation and

continues to be a member of a family, as defined in regulation 1 of the Child Support
(Maintenance Calculations and Special Cases) Regulations 2000 M18 which includes
one or more children; or

(ii) the amount of child support maintenance payable under the maintenance calculation
referred to in paragraph (a) is a basic or reduced rate under paragraph 7 of Part I of
Schedule 1 to the Act (shared care—basic and reduced rate); and

(c) the calculation amount exceeds the old amount.

F107 Words in reg. 30(a) omitted (27.10.2008) by virtue of Child Support (Consequential Provisions)
Regulations 2008 (S.I. 2008/2543), regs. 1, 6

Marginal Citations
M15 3 & 4 Eliz.2 c. 18. Relevant amendments to section 151 were made by section 18 of the Armed Forces

Act 1976 (c. 52), section 11 of the Armed Forces Act 1981 (c. 55), section 108(4) of the Children Act
1989 (c. 41), section 14 of the Armed Forces Act 1991 (c. 62) and by S.I. 1993/785 and 1995/756.

M16 3 & 4 Eliz. 2 c. 19. Relevant amendments to section 151 were made by section 18 of the Armed Forces
Act 1976 (c. 52), section 11 of the Armed Forces Act 1981 (c. 55), section 108(4) of the Children Act
1989 (c. 41), section 14 of the Armed Forces Act 1991 (c. 62) and by S.I. 1993/785 and 1995/756.

M17 This Order in Council is not a statutory instrument but copies may be obtained from the Ministry of
Defence Naval Pay (Pensions and Conditions of Service) Branch, Old Admiralty Building, Spring
Gardens, London SW1A 2BE.

M18 S.I. 2000/.
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Amount payable during the transitional period

31.—(1)  In a case to which this Part applies, the amount of child support maintenance payable
under a maintenance calculation during the transitional period shall, instead of being the calculation
amount, be the transitional amount.

(2)  The transitional amount is—
(a) during the first 26 weeks of the transitional period, the old amount plus either 25 per cent

of the excess or £20.00, whichever is the greater;
(b) during the next 26 weeks of the transitional period, the old amount plus either 50 per cent

of the excess or £40.00, whichever is the greater; and
(c) during the last 26 weeks of the transitional period, the old amount plus either 75 per cent

of the excess or £60.00, whichever is the greater.
(3)  If in any case the application of the provisions of this Part would result in an amount of child

support maintenance becoming payable which is greater than the calculation amount, then those
provisions shall not apply or, as the case may be, shall cease to apply to that case and the amount of
child support maintenance payable in that case shall be the calculation amount.

Revision and supersession

32.—(1)  Where the Secretary of State makes a subsequent decision in relation to a maintenance
calculation to which regulation 31(1) applies, the amount of child support maintenance payable by
the non-resident parent shall be—

(a) where the subsequent decision amount is more than the calculation amount, the transitional
amount plus the difference between the calculation amount and the subsequent decision
amount;

(b) where the subsequent decision amount is less than the calculation amount but more than
the transitional amount, the transitional amount; or

(c) where the subsequent decision amount is less than the calculation amount and less than or
equal to the transitional amount, the subsequent decision amount.

(2)  Regulation 31(2) shall apply to cases where there has been a subsequent decision as
if references to the transitional amount were to the amount resulting from the application of
paragraph (1).

PART V
SAVINGS

Saving in relation to revision of or appeal against a conversion or subsequent decision

33.—(1)  This regulation applies where—
(a) a conversion decision has been made under regulation 3, or a subsequent decision has

been made under regulation 4, in each case where regulation [F10815(2), (3B), (3D) or (3F)]
applies; and

(b) in relation to the decision referred to in paragraph (a)—
(i) a revised decision is made under regulation 3A(1)(e) of the Decisions and Appeals

Regulations; or
(ii) an appeal tribunal makes a decision that the conversion decision or subsequent

decision was made in error,
31
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on the ground that regulation [F10915(2), (3B), (3D) or (3F) as the case may be] did not
apply.

(2)  The provisions of the former Act and Regulations made under that Act prior to any
amendments or revocations made pursuant to or in consequence of the 2000 Act shall apply, until
the effective date of a further conversion decision in relation to the maintenance assessment, for the
purposes of that maintenance assessment as if the decision referred to in paragraph (1)(a) had not
been made, subject to any revision, supersession or appeal having effect between the dates of the
decisions in paragraph 1(a) and (b) which would have affected the maintenance assessment during
that period but for the decision referred to paragraph 1(a).

F108 Words in reg. 33(1) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(13)(a)

F109 Words in reg. 33(1) substituted (21.2.2003) by The Child Support (Miscellaneous Amendments)
Regulations 2003 (S.I. 2003/328), regs. 1(3)(a), 9(13)(b)

Signed by authority of the Secretary of State for Social Security

Jeff Rooker
Minister of State

Department of Social Security
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This note is not part of the Regulations)
These Regulations make transitional provisions in consequence of the amendments made to
the Child Support Act 1991 (c. 48) (“the 1991 Act") by the Child Support, Pensions and Social
Security Act 2000 (c. 19) (“the 2000 Act").
Part I (regulations 1 and 2) deals with citation, commencement and interpretation. These
Regulations come into force according to the date on which section 29 of the 2000 Act is fully
commenced.
Part II (regulations 3 to 8) makes provision for decision making and appeals in relation to
maintenance assessments made with effect before the date the new child support system comes
into force for new cases. In particular provision is made for a conversion decision under which the
assessment under the previous scheme becomes a calculation under the new scheme.
Part III (regulations 9 to 28) makes transitional provision. It specifies those cases where a
transitional amount, instead of the new amount, is payable during a transitional period beginning
on the case conversion date as provided for in regulation 15. The new amount is determined by
a conversion calculation, provided for in regulations 16 to 23, and the transitional amount is
determined by applying the phasing amounts, specified in regulation 24, to the amount payable
under the maintenance assessment, or the conversion calculation, as appropriate (regulations 10
and 11). Different transitional amounts apply in certain flat rate cases (regulations 12 and 13).
Regulation 16(2) provides for the dispute provisions of the 1991 Act, as amended by the 2000 Act,
to apply to the conversion decision when made.
Regulation 25 provides for a maximum transitional amount to be payable of 30% of the non-
resident parent’s income.
Regulation 28 contains linking rules.
Part IV (regulations 29 to 32) concerns certain cases where a maintenance calculation follows
a court order which provided for child maintenance and provides for the amount payable to be
phased by reference to transitional amounts specified in regulation 31.
Part V contains savings provisions.
The impact on business of these Regulations was covered in the Regulatory Impact Assessment
(RIA) for the 2000 Act, in accordance with which, and in consequence of which, these
Regulations are made. A copy of that RIA has been placed in the libraries of both Houses of
Parliament and can be obtained from the Department of Social Security, Regulatory Impact Unit,
Adelphi, 1-11 John Adam Street, London WC2N 6HT.
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